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The Works

Visual Arts: Patrick Ward (US, Evergreen), Hero, Jessica, Rajeshwari, River, Saz Jackson,
Catherine, Ann, Cathy, Michelle, Junito, Haleigh, Saylor, Sparkles, Jessica F.
Music: Saz Jackson, Arwa Sabir, Junito Rodriguez, Sparkles B, Catherine Straley, Patrick
Hamilton, 守望麦⽥的精灵 and ⼖㕕.
Covid 19 and Mental Health: Lance Masserant, Tanya Karen Rodrigues, Taniya Dutta, Parama
Ray, Zoey, Nebula, Cassandra Rhoades, Sharay Trotter, and Sparkles B
Cultural Norms and Values: Sagarina Ghosh, Genevieve Winkley, Aarati Menon, Jay Pandit,
Andrew Britton, Sean Schorn, Brant Christie, Mei Mei Kwok, Rhea Srivastava, Sparkles, Jojo

Abstract:
As a student who thrives in multidisciplinary learning and connecting several areas of
knowledge, to hopefully better understand and express a more complete, comprehensive
framework of the larger picture we know as reality, I became involved with more than one group
for our international Spring collaboration. It was an incredibly valuable experience connecting
with students in different parts of the world about not only the focus area of our group, but also
contemplating how these subjects and the current events of the world relate to our own
individual lives and translate to our collective societies and world. There could never be enough
time to feel completely finished reflecting and contributing to these areas of knowledge, nor
should it…I hope art, health, tea, culture…and the internet live well forever!
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Hello Spring The visual arts challenge was to capture the
essence of Spring. An experimental assignment
that also invited me to search for symbols and
meaning of Spring in other areas of life: rebirth,
new beginning, green, alive, growth, rising, and
morning. Things are seen in new ways.
(Pitchford, 2002)

Hello Spring helped me to create
special moments and better appreciate
life and time. The main structure of the
assignment was an email chain and
some chat correspondence. Because
there were few rules, the possibilities to
collect Spring were endless. The only
change I’d consider is a simple way that
forgives the possibility of undecided
time but easily allows the student to access and check back often into what art
compilations and submissions students share, possibly an ongoing artist platform to
appreciate and connect each others’
work. A continuous virtual art gallery.
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Above are a few photos of a Spring walk. Below is a special collection of my existing
bilingual PC device, humorous, yet profound screen saver captions, that I later shared
with Covid 19 Mental Health group!
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Thank you.

谢谢你.

जी शक्रि
ु या
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Covid 19 Mental Health,

Music,

Cultural Norms and Values,

and the rest
As a multimedia, experimental art student, I found it most helpful to draw creative
inspiration and nourishment from different sources, so I played a supportive role in the
variety of groups over the weeks. As a third culture kid, it worked out best for me this
way, as a multicultural experiment...
I didn’t participate as much in the tea, food, and other health practice groups but if
I did, I would have loved to experience an ongoing homework support group, exchanging
research or recipes, or very useful information, tips, and tricks. Did you know Spring is
represented by the wood element in traditional chinese medicine, concerning the five
elements and seasonal attunement? (Pitchford, 2002) I started Tea Chat as an effort to
connect groups, although time only allowed for one meetup. It would be very interesting
to have an ongoing fresh, healthy, alternative, convenient, sustainable, and potentially
innovative lifestyle research, a contributive and supportive learning exchange
community. Maybe a tea garden experiment?
A Matter of Perspective
The first group I joined was the Cultural norms and values group where we
discussed perplexing and delicious philosophy ideas from our program and also gender
tradition in different cultures. Comparing and contrasting different value systems
concerning individual, family, culture, societal values and reasoning, and education
systems. A very ongoing, formulative social conversation that would be amazing to
continue as global citizens having tea.
I later joined one storyteller's weekly writing prompt about vampires and we also
connected about mythology, ghosts, cats, and keeping spirits alive. Around the middle, I
joined the music group and added a song to the group compilation mixtape. My only
recommendation? An ongoing, lively group chat of many fresh listening and music
suggestions could be perfect as an origin point, to get the musician creative compost
turning and ultimately expand music appreciation and musicianship horizons. Movies,
content, film, and visual art (crediting artists), too.
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Conclusion: Save the Arts
Finally, I created the wordpress site, connected, and participated with all the
different groups to upload symposium information and publish everyone’s work. I
observe how a blended exposure and connectivity in visual, expressive, and media arts
can help communicate and represent complex ideas and problems.
A way to offer better tangibility and accurate representation in the territory of
invisible, yet expansive ideas and realities: psychology, socio-emotional health, mentality,
logic, truths, analysis, synthesis, solutions, writing, conceptualization, sociohistorical
context, futuristic imagination, artistic taste, educational and entertainment value,
subcultures, etc. Art, music, emotion, and character does not need interpretation. When
artists use talent and powers for good, they can help translate the truth into present culture
and truly redefine reality, and advocate a kinder, more beautiful one.
In the future, I hope to
help facilitate an open
ended,

multimedia,

creative exchange and
collaboration
different

across

types

of

artists, with the goal
of

co-creating

and

building together an
empowering

artist

network.
I hope to belong to a student artist group, that's especially a place for artists to improve their
artistry across multiple disciplines and to cultivate and encourage individual artistic theory,
practice, and pursuit. A place to share any original works, and for collaboration opportunities;
and in a ripple effect, fellow artist community engagement, connection, unity, creative
exploration, and camaraderie as a cohort, across all the arts.
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